Risk Education in Northern Jordan
In 2013 and 2014, the Center for International Stabilization and Recovery at James Madison University led a project funded by the U.S. Department of State’s Office of Weapons Removal and Abatement (PM/WRA) to provide explosive remnants of war risk education to Syrian refugees living in
urban areas of northern Jordan. At the time, it was unclear whether the hundreds of thousands of
Syrians fleeing the civil conflict and seeking refuge in neighboring countries would be able to return
home in the near future, but there was still significant hope this would happen.
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surrounding areas. The project was designed to include multiple demographics and deliver sustainable, peer-to-peer
messaging. The Hashemite Kingdom of
Jordan’s national mine action authority,
the National Committee for Demining
and Rehabilitation (NCDR), led RE
and train-the-trainer courses with
groups of men and women, and a team
from Life Line for Consultancy and
Rehabilitation (LLCR) conducted artsbased RE workshops with children.
Train-the-trainer Risk Education

NCDR developed and led a series of
Students working on the mural at Princess Alia Bint Al Hussein school.
Photo courtesy of Kamel Sa’adi/LLCR.
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Training for adult Syrian refugees was held in March 2014. Participants learned about risk education and how to convey the messages among peers.
Photo courtesy of Lindsay Aldrich/CISR.

Stabilization and Recovery (CISR), NCDR identified a pool of

Arts-based Risk Education
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involved Jordanian students in the morning and Syrian students in the afternoon,
working together to complete murals designed by students from each school.
LLCR conducted the workshops at
two schools for 200 students each and
at a third school for 100 students, with
LLCR arts team members returning to
the schools to conduct follow-up work on
the murals after each set of workshops.
The messages in the artwork promoted the overall meaning behind the RE
workshops with phrases such as Be Safe
and We Love Life, as well as other warnings about the dangers of ERW and land-

The complete mural at Princess Alia Bint Al Hussein school.
Photo courtesy of Kamel Sa’adi/LLCR.
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Participants draw pictures to help design the murals.
Photo courtesy of Kamel Sa’adi/LLCR.
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Project Continuation and Legacy

Practical school items, featuring art-
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time, the project team decided instead
to build on the existing We Love Life
website from the previous arts-based RE
program to create a web space for sharing information and images about the
current project. The website (http://bit.
ly/1Eet4uU) explains how the workshops were organized and conducted,
and shows the artwork and RE materials
the children produced. By providing
photos of the arts activities, artwork
created by the children and arts-based
RE materials online, other schools,
teachers and practitioners can continue
to access these resources and gain ideas
for continuing this type of safetyawareness work to help protect children
and communities in Jordan and other
ERW-affected places.
See endnotes page 66

The artwork was also used to design printed RE materials.
Photo courtesy of Kamel Sa’adi/LLCR.
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